
Catch ‘em 
when you can.

They are 
everywhere!

WE ARE

Where there is love there is life. 
~ Mahatma Gandhi 

Androgynous is a physical distinction. 
Regardless of sex, to know we are all 
unique is to accept us all as such, any  way,
                                                          anyway!

When being is out of integrity, clearly doing 
& having don’t mean much. In the business 
formula known as Give & Take, “being” is 
neglected, discouraged, denied or outright 
non-existent in how business “works”.

It takes givers & takers to “Give & Take”. Reason-driven 
“Give & Take” and purpose-driven “Do-Have” are 
similar but different in that you always ‘have’ more 
                        than you can ever ‘take’, and that is a 
                        natural fact. More importantly, “Be-Do-Have” 
                        begins with be. “Give & Take”, not.

Water in plastic bottles is susseptible to adulterated compromises including 
stagnantion, residue, chemical & memory effects and additives, bacteria, foreign 
ingredients such as chlorine and fluoride, neither of which are foods.

Living systems take 
precedent in importance 
over non-living systems.

- Eco system  - Earth’s biosphere
- Weather system   - The galaxy
- Internal organs
- The cosmos
- Solar system

                  - Capitalist system
         - Banking system
         - Education system
      - System of government
- Systems of thought, including 
 - group leadership motives
 - group religious beliefs
 - group association
 - group conformity

POINT:  Energy is within, and 
from within does action manifest.

Hazing, initiations, brotherhoods, pledges, allegiances, 
sacred oaths, vows, preferential treatment, segragation, 
classing, gang & clan formation, menberships, group 
conformity, social & business pyramids & more of this 
type of interaction stems from controlling power over 
another, not from expanding energy with another.

      Beings are 
     presently 
    mismeasured, as currency 
   measures Beings as 
  objects, labels & things.

Solidarity is not a matter of altruism. Solidarity comes from 
the inability to tolerate the affront to our own integrity of 
passive or active collaboration in the oppression of others, 
and from the deep recognition of our most expansive 
self-interest. From the recognition that, like it or not, our 
liberation is bound up with that of every other being on the 
planet, and that politically, spiritually, in our heart of hearts 
we know anything else is unaffordable. 
~ Aurora Levins Morales

As opposites attract, fear attracts love. Obviously: only love vanquishes fear.

love

The multi-dimentional measurement theory of 1+1=3 & more
Reproduction: Man & woman have a child or children: 1+1=3 (+)
 - Always factor in everyone in the family: mother (1), 
   father (1), child (1) or children (+)
Business: Two partners create a business: 1+1=3 (+) 
 - Factor in everyone involved including what manifests between them, 
   the business: partners (2), the business (1), ideas (+), 
   projects (+), investors (+), import/export (+),(more)
 - Include employees (+) & their impact in benefiting further 
   outcomes 
 Friendship: Two people become friends: 1+1=3 (+)
 - Factor in their independent lives (2), individual characters, 
      differing beliefs, their unique ways of thinking & being
 - Factor impact of relationships, support, trust, faith, bond, love
 - When both spend time together, more than the outcome of
   the two manifest exponentially for themselves, the other and 
     all others including support, encouragement, faith,
   teamwork, experiences, participation, growth, life

POINT: As much as experience is 
shared, it is first personal.

When you experienced those moments of presence, you likely didn’t 
realize that you were in a state of no-mind. This is because the gap 
between that state and the unflux of thought was too narrow. Your 
‘satori’ may only have lasted for a few seconds before the mind came 
in, but it was there; otherwise, you would not have experienced the 
beauty. Mind can neither recognize nor create beauty. Only for a few 
seconds, while you were completely present, was that beauty or that 
sacredness there. Because of the narrowness of that gap and a lack 
of vigilance and alertness on your part, you were probably unable to 
see the fundamental difference between perception, the thought-less 
awareness of beauty, and the naming and interpreting of it as thought:

Although control compromises 
freedom, self-control protects it.

UNADULTERATED
OXYGEN 
FOR LIFE !!

A dog is a dog, a human is a human, and both dog and 
human are Beings! Animals are living Beings. How do we 

relate with an animal? It do as owner, herder, feeder, 
master, leader, a friend, a partner, a buddy, care-giver, 

as another Being, as a fellow living breathing Being who, 
with us, shares experiences, feelings, memories, 

emotions, love and fear, joy and 
sorrow, with actions and 

reactions from both instinct and 
intuition, (the difference between 
instinctively barking to warn and 

intuitively barking to play or sing).

Protect children from getting 
close to unfamiliar dogs, the 

same as a child be prevented 
from driving a car. 

To say a dog is a dog enables 
treating a dog as an “it”, and 

“that” in some places, they eat.
Pets link us with all species of 

animals, and is not a light role to 
play in the relationship we have 

with all other living creatures.

Communication is integral in all 
Beings lives. So, something must 
be done about how gas motored 
ships & boats disrupt and distort 

communication between whales, 
dolphins and all under water life.

TRUE FOOD 
FOR LIFE !!!

POINT: Life is not statistically measurable. Neither is the loss of a life, 
referring to calculating numbers of casualties in statistics and ratios!

Wellbeing daily exercises include letting 
go of fear, guilt, shame and self-loathing.

Believing in yourself or believing in another has 
nothing to do with what you believe or don’t believe.

TO  LIVE

  POINT: There’s more to   who we are 
               than what we        will ever be.

          POINT: 
Importance is 

always relative.

TO    EXIST

TO    SURVIVE

POINT:     Identities title us. 
               Integrity entitles us. 

“A means to an 
end” occurs on 
this side.

Learn from a loss & 
gain when we give. 

     Financial profit 
  found here.

 Having us believe we’re in 
constant need.

Rusty’s 
 line

Different from 
     instinct, as this 
          involves choice.

          POINT: 
        In the present, human
      thinking lets the past 
    determine the future. 
  When being, the present 
determines the future.

           POINT:    Take it 
           or leave it,    but    
             economics    is 
              a humanistic 
   interaction & way of 
 thinking using formula
Give&Take, fundamentally 
                  void of being, 
                found in the law 
                   of interaction
                      Be-Do-Have.

POINT: 
Believing in God is believing in another, 
    let alone believing in yourself, 
    religion not included. 
   The rest is what & how you choose to  
    believe, religion included but not 
    exclusive.

  POINT: 
“We are only 
human” is false, 
and may that 
misleading 
excuse cease 
once and for all.

POINT: Believing “time is money” 
is misleading and incorrect. 
If anything, money is time, 

but more significantly, wisdom is 
time, virtue is time, trust, respect, 

experiences, relationships, 
feelings, even love is time, 

none of which money
will ever measure up to.

POINT:
Being a “Being” has only to do with being, 
and not even thinking about it. So, what’s 

the question?

This point brings us (back) home.

No love or faith 
found here.

      Thinking 
too much can 
    get you here.

Personally 
evaluated

 
is best. 

LEGEND, NOTES & MORE
1. Each line            links one                        to another                         .
2. A dotted line             signifies crossing over between Human and Being.
3. Unattached boxed words (except blue) are in large part Work In Progress. 
4.                                 relate with the whereabouts of where they are placed. 
5.                                   mean danger. 
6.             and                                            mean something of significance, of 
    relevance, relationship, and need special attention.
7. Quotes by various authors, vital points, relevant points, tips and messages.
8. A human Being’s existence must not override his or her life, rather support & 
 complement it.
9. Ego Loops manifest through human Give & Take and action/reaction, and 
 following the connections is self-explanatory. There are many more ego loops.
10. This chArt in never finished, always finding more to add, expand, learn about  
 one’s self and another, one’s life amongst all who live forever more.
11. - Happiness is a quality that shows your joy in life, not an expectation 
 or a duty to perform. Happiness is not even a service rendered. Those 
 are felt fake. (Look into the eyes to see.)
    - Freedom supersedes Peace. Enough said. 
    - Giving is not a ‘Passive action’. Owing is. 
    - To say “that’s life” or “c’est la vie” is misrepresenting. “It is your life & it is   
 my life” are true. We each have & own our own, & each live it uniquely.      
12. Splash                    everywhere you see conflicts of interest, of motive, 
 troubled miscommunication and relational flaws and mishaps, for “officers 
 of the law” lawyers are, therefore clarifying our               as “peace officers”. 
13.                officers, also known as officers of the peace, have taken an oath
 to serve and protect the people and each their communities. To act as 
 “security officers” is not for the people or their communities, but for the 
 special interests they secure. (For instance corporate and government  
 interests, both of which are also meant to serve the people, but rather  
 both serve themselves.)
14. Defend us all from the thought of not doing so. 
 (As in the case of our present access and treatment of water.)
15. Finally, you don’t have to join a group, a gang, 
 an institution or a corporation, nor pay taxes, 
  believe in a religion or side with a political party 
 to clearly know how your life is worth to you, 
 distinct from how your existence is worth to 
 “others”. (See exploitation)

   Now 
 what is 
  Life 
  toYou?   

        Cross        over       to   being

    Cross

Space investment

Environment

Joy

Socialism

Democracy

Sustenance

Color

Place of birth

Region
Nation

Language

Ancestry

Nativity
Gang

Place of residency

Dignity
Valor
Courage
Recognition

Vigilance

Perseverance
Will power

Happy

Accomplishment

Mental conditioning

What I identify 
& relate myself as

Merit

Pride

Similarity

Appearance / Look

Characteristically

Seducer
Energetic

Calm

Statistics

Who I 
relate with

Who I 
believe in

Success

Imagination
Creativity

Action
Reaction

Responsibility

What I identify 
& relate with

What I 
exist in

Educated
belief

SiblingNeighborhood

Reasoning

Meanings
Driven

Committed
Pressured

Physical conditioning

Appreciate

Learning

Passive

Meaning

Logical

Logical
Pragmatic

Coherent
Disoriented

Practical

Fragmented
Coordinated

Unconscious

Subconscious

How I am
measured

Individual character

Who I 
become

Icon

Leader

Discovery
True to me

Lover

Defender

What I 
become

Friend

Grand parent
Grand child

Child

Reasons

Content

Universal
Consciousness

Rebel

Achievements Sincerity

Emotional

Values Self-worth

Pride

Ego

Mature
Willing

Confident

Sad

Patient

Timid

Afraid

Charmer

Courageous

Generous
Polite

Courteous

Aid

Jinxed

Lucky

Social

Confident

Who I relate
myself as

Active

How I identify
myself as

Love
Peace
Freedom

Career

Responsibly
Courageously

Structurally

Enthusiastically

Life-style

Location

ExperiencedThought / Idea

Loyal

Trustworthy

Defender
Securer

   We do   from who we  are, 
                             as well as from 
                           what we are.

...because it doesn’t
belong here.

Association

Know-how

Conditioning

Training

Tradition

For love
Lustful

Purpose

Motive
Ulterior motive

Tribe

Familiarity

Naive

Order
Judgement

Hierarchy

Biology

Sociology

Metaphysics

Sciences

Physics

Wisdom

Dexterity

Give

Strength

Instant gratification

Take

Acceptance
Excel

Fellowship
Partnership

Emotional

Ethical

Values

Companionship

Imagination

Goals

Aims

Shelter
Defense
Stamina

Hate

Doubt

Memory

Physical health
Endurance

Procreation

DancingCommunism

Guilt

Guilt-freeIncapacity to maintain 
enduring relationship

Rebel

Drugs

Material wealth
Material possessions

Family

Equality

Rest

Relaxation

Reflection
Observation

Disorientation
Disillusionment

Sex

Exercise

Validation

Lie

Cheat

Familiarity

To love

Acceptance

Curiosity

Seduce

Manipulate

Narcissism

Ownership

Resistance
Embarrassment

Procrastinate

Revenge

Gamble

“Work”

Ability

Accomplishment
Success
Satisfaction

Peace (of mind)

To execute
TO BELIEVE IN

With Self
Source of Life

Leader

Family

Prosperity

Human instinct

Red boxed words

Greatness

Genuine
Who you are

Different

Complex

Drive

Confidence

Role model
Exemplary

Parenting

Responsibility

Unite
Divide
Create
Discover
Discipline
Self-discipline Lead

Defend

Transform
Analyze
Produce

      The
  “Being” 
 instinct

Influence

Memories
Dreams

Dignity
Trust

Faith

Material possessions

Goodness

Generocity

Failure

Learn
Mature

Kindness

Compassion

Benevolence

Honor
Glory

Tax

Humility

Curiosity

Sanctity

Ideas

Observe

Judge

Reasoning
Meaning

Transformation

Healthy
body&mind

Presence

Challenge

Worthy
Entitled

Myself
Role model

Creativity

Illusion

Medicine

Pharmaceutical companies

Publicity
Advertisement

Commercialism
Capitalism

Economics

Humanitarianism

Psychology Sociology

Health Care

Political
science

Luck

Psychology
Sociology

Science

High self-esteem

Support

Criminology

   Art is 
 everything
   creative, 
          right?

Labeled

Victim
Ouch.

Relationship

Philosophy

Accounting

Identity

Rules
Regulations

Accountability

Sports

Sports

Skill

Approval

Ignorant

In relationship

With Source

With self
With human Beings

With Beings (all 
living creatures)

Approval

Let go 
your ego!

Destructively

Constructively

Worth
Joy

Enthusiam

In relationship

Spouse
Partner
Friend

Best friend
Associate
Neighbor

Technology

Alone time

Meditation

Mathematics

Constructive

    So math, sciences & technology  
are all first creative! :)

...with 
  your-
  self in 
  your 
  life!

Purpose
trumps 

reasons 
and meanings.

Geology
AnthropologyEducation

Sports
Team

  To be living in...
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  Cross    over    to
    human
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Dignity

Passion

Proof

             E
go     Loop

Mathematics

Mathematics

Water retains memory. You’ll remember this.

Time investment

Owe

Intent

Accountability

Karma

The Time of Your Life!

Redeem
Forgive

With All

Rent

Anthropology

Metaphysics

Infidelity

Adultery

Lawyers

Police
Police

         Like when you ask 
    yourself, “Who am I?”

Buddha-
affirmed!

Blue collar
White collar

POINT: Information is 
product of communication, 

traded, bought and sold.

Sentence term
Prison term

Judgement

Epistemology

                      ...etc, as 
                       there is 
      so much in being.

Unique
You

Worker

The rule of cause & effect 
 is a rule. Still, love rules over all, 
    even karma, which 
    already supersedes 
                               law.

Wasting
Space/Time

Malignant Aggression

Weak

ReactionAction

Military services

Justice

Justice

Justice

Prayer

This shows
   we are one.

Traditional

Non-conformal

Confessional

Physical Training

Therapy

Physical therapy

Film

Film / TV
Counselling

Sciences

Analysis

Social work Sex appeal

Responsibility

Universal
Solidarity

International
Solidarity

Capitalize

Heritage

Analysis

The press

Media

Religion
Politics

Education
Therapy

Psychology

     It means so much 
      to these entities.

Film/TV

Telepathy

ESP

Being

Labels

Insurance

Mortgage

Charity-work/time

Gambling

“Luck”
POINT: ‘Human’ is only 
physical AND mental.

Food & Drug Admin.

“Credit” cards

     One way only.   Don’t be fooled.

Polls

The press

Government

Competition

Organize

Blue boxed words

Strong
Self-esteem

Sports

Boxed word Boxed word

Animal 
Kingdom

They are living 
Beings too.

Minerals included.
Plant
Life

Living Earth

Travel

Advertising

Advertising

Acting

Guilds

Foundations

Real estate

Solve

Architecture

Architecture

Artistry

Existing space

Complete
Success

How others think

Division

Police

Limits

Property limits

Conform

Reference
Guide

Perspective

    Common
& sickening.

Importance*

POINT: Time is 
within space, and are not separate. Time is factored 
within space as time parallels, syncronizes, stretches 
and even shortens, so time is linear, space is infinite.

Communication

 Daydreams included, 
different from thoughts.

Naively

Carelessness

By the people, 
for the people, 
right?

Welfare.....what!? There is nothing 
well or fair about welfare. Are you 
aware that when we were born, we 
would be financially indebted to a 
well lubed highly controlled big 
business-based lifeless economic 
system, rendering all our lives on 
social needs “for the welfare of the 
people” if we didn’t all keep this 
system working? Not us working, 
this system working. This could be 
the deepest reason why one turns 
against another: because you are 
either systematized or you are not.

Merit

More what your heart tells you than 
                   what you hear your mind say.

We love great TV
        and turn off what isn’t.

            You are the only person to know you are satisfied, 
         independent of events and people surrounding you. 
   Personal satisfaction is only made possible by 
           you for you, with the best of you in mind.

This is not selfish, 
it’s self-fulfilling.

Above all, don’t lie 
to yourself.

 Believing 
  (be living) 
   every 
    moment 
     of your life.

Occasional power boosts 
required, not forced. Space

Time

Unification

More than how you feel, it’s 
who you are behind the wheel.

Nor are Beings “useless”, a 
diminishing term never to use, 
particularly since it coincides 

with genocides.

Indispensable useless

We must never call human 
Beings “illegals”. An action is 
illegal, not a human Being. 
Also the use of the 
word terror as in 
“terrorist”.
“Indispensable” describes 
things, not Beings, since 
Beings are never dispensable 
to begin with.

illegals

Faith
                To hope 
              & to wish 
             help subdue
           expectations and 
          can only be positive 
         when being positive. 
       Faith is that which 
      you believe in, and 
              that’s beyond
             positive, and
where love resides.

Isn’t there 
only one?

I don’t quite 
know how to 
link this.

   over to  being

Real Estate

  As opposed to 
  living space. 
  For example, 
10’x10’ cubicals as 
8hrs+/day work spaces!?

Music “industry”

 Different from 
           existing
             space.

 Different from pride.

Also known as faith.

Upbringing Growth

Awareness

Enlightenment

 Stupidity 
included.

Import/Export

Import/Export

Approval

Who I am and 
   who I am being  
      mean the same.

To raise

Adoption

 WORK IN
PROGRESS

Credentials

With 
self

With 
other

Your instant gratification took 
others time & effort to occur, 

guaranteed.
     Always gratify your thirst with pure
                  unadulterated water, fresh body 
                   temperature in a glass container, 
    now that we know about toxins in plastic.

With ignorance

Belonging

Ownership
Possession

With stamina
With humility
With integrity

Healing

Psychology

Psychiatry

POINT: To compare ourselves, events 
and circumstances with others can be 
dangerously misleading and too often 

abused based simply on fear.

Very 
    different 
       from 
          naivety.

Addiction

“Illegal” drugs

We all love seduction. 
It’s where it leads to 
that needs attention.  

No company rightly declare “I Am”. No industry 
can rightly say “I Am”. No government, no group, 
no association, no systems of thought, monetary 
institutions, not any. Only every living human 
Being rightfully declares “I Am”.

Consequences of transforming 
yourself include transforming 
your words & sentences.

When you give into fear, you take away love. When you give into love, love is all you get.♥

If gambling is considered a game, 
a gambler is considered a gamer. 
The application of mental risk in a game 
is part of the thrill. It includes challenges, 
competition, and when involving one’s 
health and wealth is where problems 
and abuse found in “gambling” stem. 
Is this right? Is one’s health, wealth 
and wellbeing worth gambling off? 
By measuring our health, wealth 
and wellbeing differently can we 
make gambling a game actually 
                         worth playing.

Unlike solidarity, which is horizontal and takes place between 
equals, charity is top-down, humiliating those who receive it and 
never challenging the implicit power relations. ~ Eduardo Galeano

Infinitely good! Pets

Nurture

We sure love our 

Abuse

Iconic identities, celebrities, 
famed &  fortuned, teen 
idols, emulators turned  
gurus all please apply...
                         ..or not!

      Ego    Loop                          Ego      Loop            
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Fame
Beauty

Profiting from controlling 
communication while using 
patent & corporate-owned & 
controlled technology shows 
   utter disregard toward 
     free-speech and the 
         very wellbeing of 
            humanity.

= Freedom

Bruce Lee, man!

Seeing as the universe is growing exponentionally faster, 
                             infinite and abundant! As a truthful saying goes, 
                              “the outcome is more than the sum of its parts.”

The use of the hourly wage facilitates insurance companies, the banking system, tax system, 
the census bureau, statistic and polling agencies, multinational corporations & more, which 
all depend on the 1+1=2 quantity measurement to (mis)measure people’s lives with.

Business Law

EconomicsInsurance

Identification

                                                   Easy DIRECTIONS  to ease yourself in.
1. From the center, beginning with HUMAN, follow the lines that link toward WHAT I AM.

2. From the center, on the HUMAN side, follow the lines 
that link upward, beginning with WANTS & NEEDS.

 3. Again from the center, on the BEING side, follow the 
lines that link downward, beginning with WHO I AM.

4. From the center, on the BEING side, follow the lines that link 
upward from IS & HAS. (That means now and forever now.)

5. Take your time. Enjoy it for yourself. The subject of life is an ongoing discussion 
amongst us all. Bring it to the dinner table, how about to class, at the work place or 

right at home on your fridge or in the bathroom, but over and above it all, distinguish 
your life as your own, and enjoy it and the lives of everyone around you to the fullest!

Honesty is due initially to the absence of dishonest 
suggestion. In the same way temptation to betray is 
subordinated to the interest which treason 
in someone would likely cause to reward it.

The universe is not required to be 
in perfect harmony with human 
ambition. ~ Carl Sagan 

Male and female represent the two sides 
of the great radical dualism. But in fact they 
are perpetually passing into one another. 
Fluid hardens to solid, solid rushes to fluid. 
There is no wholly masculine man, no purely 
feminine woman. ~ Margaret Fuller

If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have 
chosen the side of the oppressor. ~ Desmond Tutu

What I am, I do not know. 
That I am, I know.
   ~ Eckhart Tolle

He who passively accepts evil is as much involved in it as 
he who helps to perpetrate it. He who accepts evil without 
protesting against it is really cooperating with it. ~ MLK, Jr.

Law and order exist for the purpose of establishing justice and 
when they fail in this purpose they become the dangerously 
structured dams that block the flow of social progress. 
~ Martin Luther King, Jr.

Property is intended to serve life, and no matter 
how much we surround it with rights and respect, 
it has no personal being. It is part of the earth 
man walks on. It is not man. 
~ Martin Luther King, Jr.

The process of freeing yourself from 
arrogance and cutting off your habitual 
tendencies is a very drastic measure, but 
it is necessary in order to help others in this 
world. ~ Chögyam Trungpa

  Oh  man.

Win

Lose

Anthropology

Loss

                     ...&
   so much more.

Different than a threat.

Advertisement

Marketing

Publicity

Murder

Make love

Boss

Partner

Note to self: Exercise daily. You’ll let it all go in no time.
If you don't deal with your pain, 
it waits for you at every corner. 
~Magda Viezel, psychologist

Mind no one.
Heart everyone.

This is everywhere here

Discover,
    learn 
  & research the Spirit Science series,
       The Corporation, Inside Job, Thrive, Zeitgeist, 
        I Am, Food Inc., Home, Water The Great Mystery,  
           Colbert Report and The Simpsons.
             Yeah, The Simpsons is full of truth.

      C
ross   over     

 to    being

   They are everywhere!

Threaten

  Which explains why animals 
  are Beings too, and must
      be treated as such.

old systems=old thinking

                              The turn for the worst in this century was when a handful of bankers, 
    politicians, oil, cotton, tobacco and western medicine interests & movie-funded help criminalized 
hemp / cannabis / marijuana, while legalizing alcohol & promoting chemical-filled cigarettes (with doctor-approved 
                                                                                                                                                                                       advertising!!)

Suicide Submission

     None of this 
works every time.

A relative term.

Nothing can 
actually get you 

everything 
since nothing 

is stopping you.

Ego

 Hello insurance companies
With Community

With Society

With community

Communally

Respect 
   yourself 
     to have
       self-respect.

Where self-gain   applies 
     when all gain. 

The earth’s biosphere, bodies of water, icebergs, 
rain forests, crystal mines, mountain ranges, fields 
of growth, animals on land, in flight, in sea, lakes 
and rivers all live, all live for all to live, that we too 
live for all to live. It’s that simple and that profound. 

The pyramid hierarchy or the 
‘climbing the ladder’ reasoning 

 has nothing to do with solidarity.

Honest 
bankers 

know this 
all too well.

This box could be red.

When being right means 
    everything to you.

Only 
heart tells 

the truth
here.

Don’t just think outside the box, be outside the box!

Expression

Mother

                       For example, 
the difference 

between Walter Disney & the 
Walt Disney Corporation. ...what I gain,    what I possess 

 and what I          call my own. 
Only, who I call my own has 
totally other implications.

Right & Wrong

Simply observed, quantitative mathematics is used in these 
two functions in society. Commerce, banking & business 
rely on 1+1=2 (linear) to pay employees hourly wages, yet 
use 1+1=9 (exponential) to profit, causing exponential loss 
(constant debt) to not only their employees, but to consumers, 
                                                              product quality and
                                                              overall integrity.

    As there is a lot 
  of explaining to do.

POINT: A song is one way music reaches 
people. Music also reaches through a 
mother’s voice, a child’s rhyme, a DJ’s mix, 
nature’s music, through improvisation, 
communicative or meditative playing, at jam 
sessions, open mics, outdoor festivals, 
in practice rooms, school gyms, garages,  
basements, cars & showers. Respect 
music as you would respect a language 
everyone understands and feels.

WHY I DO

HOW I AM

WHAT I AM WHO I AM

SPECIES SURVIVAL
& EXISTENCE

HOW I DO

Rationalize

Capitalize
Scrutinize

Critical

Pessimistic

Everyone 
can say

In Hebrew written as four 
consonants rendered 
YHVH in Roman letters 
Allah in Arabic 
God in English
Dieu in French
    and all other
    languages
    everywhere...

God is “I Am” 
     you are “I Am”   
and I am “I Am”! 

Worker
Professional

Expert

Being

High
Self-esteem

Classify

Leadership

Conditional offerings
Conditional contracts

Telecommunications

Profit

Financial institutions
Banking institutions

Forget explaining! The time for everyone to 
respect our planet and all Beings on it is NOW!

Selflessness isn’t the solution 
             either.

In many parts of the world, soft drinks 
are safer to drink than local flowing 
water, and we actually know every 
abusive reason why.

 As human beings, our greatness lies not so much in being able to remake the world...as in being able to remake ourselves. ~ Gandhi

A true disservice to us all, we have 
already eaten foods which have been 
affected genetically. Known as genetically 
modifided seeds (GM foods), they are replicas 
of original foods, produced to only serve the profitable 
purpose of their manufacturers. GM foods have a dedicated existence timeline, they corrupt germination 
and other natural growths, destabilize the earth’s eco-system, only “work well” with chemically-associated 
pesticides and fertilisers, hold volume and color but no nutritional value and contain little if any life. GM 
seeds stimulate the economy, as they are less “expensive” than true original seeds. Monetary profit (for all 
with vested interests) is its sole motivating factor, not the present excuse used in the assumption(!) that the 
world is over-populated and needs its products. THIS IS NOT TRUE. Profiting from degenerating foods for 
all who live is a sinister way to capitalize. This explained, to upkeep today’s dysfunctional world economic 
system is to envision a reduction of population from 7 billion to 1.5, hence continue degenerating foods to 
degenerate human life. Solution: To loosen and soon eliminate this kind of stronghold, we must relinquish 
the use of money ie. the world monetary system stronghold. We open communication, create a just, fair, 
true method of wealth exchange, raise individual worth away from product pricing, and witness the purely 
corrupt control multinational corporations presently have in the world dissipate and vanish like ash in the 
wind. It's for OUR generation to do this, while we are alive and becoming well aware more and more.

The core of worldwide corruption is uniquely 
found in the control-enabling & shared culture 
                                     termed as totalitarian agriculture. If this is hard 
                                            to swallow, words may feed the soul, 
                                            but food feeds 
  the body. 

              “Terms and conditions apply” means 
         “manipulation and coercion involved”. 
   Read the small print to see the big picture.

We are living Beings having human experiences. To be accurate in how we say it, we 
truly are not only humans! As human is an earthly identity, being human is an earthly 
experience. As Being is a universal identity, being Being is one’s experience in the 
universe. Now, to be objectified as human can be fun! Only, knowing the difference 
makes all the difference. Otherwise, what likely occurs? Expectations and confusion? Mental, 
emotional and physical manipulation, control, fear, suffering, even torture!? (Self-induced or 
perpetrated by another). As these may occur when assuming sex is love & love is sex, more
also occurs when associating human Beings as nothing more than intelligent apes, evolved 
                 animals, homo sapiens, sex slaves, trophy wives,
                                                                            enabling female feticide, infanticide, genocide,
                                                                             dowry murders.)

Avarice Iniquity
Dishonesty

Optimistic
WelfareEconomics

POINT: The importance 
of monetary profit makes 
for all else less important.

           Always take measures to protect 
          and respect your and your partner’s 
        body, mind, heart, emotions 
      and individual life. Be safe 
    for both, not sorry for either.

    Free communication 
  is synonymous with 
free speech.

Love (no fear)

        Looking out for our 
      great grand children

is how, and obviously why. 
Worth it, wouldnt you say?

Imagine using a just equation (if any, 
since life is immesurable) what great 
things transpires henceforth.

Life is about exciting others and 
making them feel special. When 

we do that, we multiply the 
blessings that can flow into our 

life. Today, make others around 
you feel better, like they can do 

anything. ~ Yehuda Berg, 
message 
from the 

Kabbalah

TRUE
TO MYSELF

Challenge

 Save the earth from anymore 
   pain, fear, misuse, abuse, 
   despair, destruction & lies.

fulfillment.

    Above ego, from the heart, 
  pure in motives, true in nature, 
honest to goodness, satisfyingly

Ecological
thinking & 

doing

Business

A 100% ecological, non-pollutant, 
SOW FLOW GROW GLOW principle 
respecting, just, fair, loving and 
true, ‘health, wealth & wellbeing’ 
appealing, fully ‘being’ supporting                    enterprise.

 Say to yourself “preserve, respect, protect & honor life” 
at every underlined part you read. If not already, you 
 realize how each of these domains favor profit in their 
   existence over the wellbeing of your life & the lives 
    of those you love. However significant these are in 
    our existence with them, life is first without them.

Coward

  POINT: We are not 
who we are as human.

Family

Society
Organization

Institution

First Nation
Foundation

Occupy MovementIdle No More

Team

Nation Gang

Collective

schoolInstitute

Company

Community

POINT:   Existence with money 
is a human experience. Life with 
purpose is experiencing being.

Narcotics
PsychedelicPsychoactive

Hallucinogens

Loneliness

  Warning: Ego alert! 
(You are not your ego.)

Oxygen

Weakness

Give

Inward

Outward

Respect

Respect

Respectfully

Work
A loved purpose
or disliked duty?

Cosmos & universe, similar 
          in meaning, are known 
          both infinite & expanding!

Once a vibrational relationship 
is obtained, there is no need to 
succumb to any thought processes 
lower than the importance of that 
vibration. Get my vibe?

This term was recently added and now repeatedly 
used by reporters and anchors on national televison 
news stations. Does it make it true or just? 
Does it make them true or just?

A complaint reveals an urgency, that aside from how it's 
said, how it is listened to makes all the difference. Stop 
complaining to comply. Stop revealing and you die. This 
is why truth always reveals itself, no matter how it sounds.

This for certain, as living Beings, true to this claim for all who live, that 
the purpose of life in all its integrity and manifesting grace must stand to

Preserve, Respect, Safeguard & Honor Life For All & By All Living Beings 
above lifeless systems of thought, motives & reasoning conforming to today’s existence 

which actually include speculative economic reasoning & trends, “the market”, banking interests &
beliefs, business interests & motives, import & export interests & needs, justification, untrue claims, 
gossip, rumors & manipulated misinformation, labor incentives, educated guesses, fashion trends,  
based on accumulated statistics, studied surveys, anything predetermined and expected, by social 
classing, religious distinctions, sexual preferences, any group, any justified & unjustified known and 

unknown control by another, by any information distributed across all levels of
communication known (radio/TV/print/internet) in all relationships formed, found and

 manifested. It’s a “let’s stand here, for a new look at things” approach on
 how we live together, human Beings and all Beings around the world,

 all one, which counts for something immense worth proclaiming, right?

Don’t stop thinking about tomorrow
Don’t stop, it’ll soon be here
It’ll be here, better than before
Yesterday’s gone, yesterday’s gone
Ohhh... Don’t you look back
Ohhh... Don’t you look back
~ From a song entitled Don’t Stop 
by Fleetwood Mac

You’re not a piece of work, you’re a work of art. 
Another reason why art predisposes business.

The Path To Truth
~ Bruce Lee, The TAO of Jeet Kune Do
 1. Seeking after truth
 2. Awareness of truth 
   - and its existence
 3. Perception of truth 
   - its substance & direction like 
    the perception of movement
 4. Understanding of truth 
   - A first-rate philosopher 
    practices it to understand it ~ TAO 
   - Not to be fragmented, but 
    to see the totality ~ Krishnamurti
 5. Experiencing of truth
 6. Mastering of truth
 7. Forgetting truth
 8. Forgetting the carrier of truth
 9. Return to the primal source where truth has its roots
10. Repose in the nothing

 Right and wrong 
             apply here.

Insanity is a perfectly natural adjustment to
a totally unnatural and negative environment.
~ R.D. Laing, psychologist

Anything, any thought, any law or anyone inhibiting, 
manipulating or controlling communication infringes 
on the progress of life itself. Price control, time control, 
scheduling control, corporate monopolizing control, 
long-term contract control, economic reasoning, profit 
motives all undermine the two most vital actions that
manifest being in life: COMMUNICATION & RELATIONSHIP.   
What transpires in life is WISDOM from KNOWLEDGE and 
EXPERIENCE, all of which occuring every moment of 
every day, when aware and open. Always learn and 
                                  experience life for yourself.

A name is not only an identity, it's an evaluator, a title, a 
description, a definition, which brings us this question: 
does our name describe us or are we our given name?

When the media keeps acknowledging racial profiling in its reports, it 
keeps perpetuating multiple human races. Why? Really, why?

Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing 
and rightdoing, there is a field. I will 
meet you there. ~ Jalal ad-Din Rumi

You see beauty where you desire to see 
it. You see ugliness where you are afraid 
to see beauty. ~ N.D. Walsch

Human creation involves a 
sperm and an egg, hence we 
are born with a homogametic 
or heterogametic sex.

Regarding all sexual orientations, 
we include more masculine 
men, more effeminate men, 
more feminine women and 
more mannish women.

 Capitalize 
    on who, 
 how and... 
        why?

No scruples

History

Culture

To remember
To discover

Experience

Colored boxed words

Universal

In communication 
with another Being

Thought

 Why NOW is the most 
  important time in your life.

This chart helps show 
what’s for real, what’s not for real 
& what’s        unreal.

       Focus on your breath to silent  
    your thoughts is perfect exercise 
 for the mind to be calm and you to be 
 present. Discover Vipassana meditation 
                                             for yourself.

POINT: You are not what you 
think, and here is why:

Advertisement

Before recognizing your actions, before listening to your words or knowing what you think, thank you as who you are.

Visit creativecommons.org              to see what these symbols mean.Fear found here.

No altering, mirepresenting, discrediting or defacing. Yes debunk, dissect, discuss, 
help clarify, chart out, expand on & especially enjoy. Print the latest update, share 
with others, use, discuss, do from being as who we each are however, whenever, 

                         wherever and as whatever we may be!

Faith and love.

   Music is an experience. 
 It is emotional, meditative, 
ambient, remedial, powerful. 
Music communicates. 
Music is not product.
This is an essential truth in 
  how music impacts ALL
   our lives, all the time! 
      Now, there’s music to 
         sing out loud about!

As to every leaf of a tree, a 
flourishing society is determined 
by the health, wealth & wellbeing 
of every living Being involved.

        POINT: 
          Life cannot be 
 measured by any 
  economic system, so
   no one should suffer 
  nor die for it or by it.

An eye for an eye offers nothing more than limited vision and indubitable 
hindsight, the kind you never saw coming or ever needed to see.

     Protects workers 
from wrong-doings by 
industrial, corporate and 
economic reasoning, right?

KarmaMix with religious implications.

In action

Force

Principle

Charity

Investment is beyond monetary.

SOW, FLOW , GROW  &  GLOW

F O R         P R O F I T

The profit standard for all to gain & good to prevail can 
well be achieved following with integrity, pride & joy 
SOW as in true unadulterated seeds & growth, FLOW 
as through creativity, in communication, from using 
natural ingredients to recycling & its return to earth, 
GROW as in action, interactions, participation & 
continuation in & of all invested in, and GLOW as in 
integrity, quality, expressivity, beauty & performance.

Energy converts to power.
Power does not convert to energy.

An insincere and evil friend is more to be feared than a wild beast; a wild beast 
may wound your body, but an evil friend will wound your mind. ~ Buddha

What if, in 1908, Hitler was accepted at the Vienna school of fine arts, 
what history would otherwise reveal.

Hmm. Where to fit           .

Keyword: who

Yup.

Including integrity, motivation, truth, sincerity, durability, impact, 
circumstancial outcome, employee treatment, customer relations, 

and obviously value, worth & purety as so displayed in the quality and 
integrity of products (not only made in China) in most markets today.

  Energy converts  to power  &  force

Interaction

This was created for us not to fall off course.
life

POINT: The name Being is neither 
religious, political nor scientific. It is, 
and as we all freely say, “I Am”.

Border

THE chArt IS A

WITH EACH OUR LIVES WE CREATE IN WHAT 
 EXISTENCE WE PRODUCE RATHER THAN 
 THE NOTION WE ARE THE PRODUCT 
 OF OUR EXISTENCE. 

POINT: A purpose is 
expressed in one sentence. 
Anymore are reasons.

                 There is debunking & clarifying 
                 found in & on the chArt, which
                 is constantly evolving and 
                 open for adjustments and 
improvement. Visit    wearebeings   .com

        There is so much more this 
chart can show, now that all 
are represented. If this resonates awareness 

   in how you believe “I Am”, 
      know this too resonates 
         awareness in everyone.

A MAJOR societal problem,  
                 this, different from 
                  how others think.

Why “To change” 
belongs here?...

The mathematics of today’s 
economy are so outdated, the 

control money ensues stunts how 
we truly can be in the world. 

Survival is a prerequisite to living. Survival needs must be met in order to 
live. Someone who spends their life surviving is surely fulfilling someone 

else’s livelihood, forced, surrendered or unaware.

Space
Time

1. Meditation is without thought, requiring us not to think. (That alone should be 
enough.) 2. You think before you act, but do you think before you are? 3. Thinking 
includes imagining, wondering, analyzing, speculating, rationalizing, critiquing, 
criticizing, hypothesizing, comparing, estimating, even doubting. 4. Profound 
thought is better known as conscious inspiration & enlightement. 

The release of atom power has changed 
everything except our way of thinking... 

the solution to this problem lies in the 
heart of mankind. If only I had known, 
I should have become a watchmaker. 

~ Albert Einstein

5. Thinking is not believing. Seeing isn’t either. Rather, believing is seeing. 6. Many things aren’t what you think. Most people aren’t what you 
think. 7. Many people aren’t what they think, as you know you are not what other people think. 8. When you don’t know it, it doesn’t mean 
that you don’t believe in it, or that you can’t imagine it. 9. The reasoning behind what is known impacts us less significantly than the purpose 
behind what is believed. 10. There are huge differences between the questions “what do you think?”, “what do you know?”, “what do you 
believe?”, & the best one of all, “what do you believe in?”

Enthusiastic

What you are to another can be anything, depending on anything. 
Who you are to another can only be you, depending on you.

The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. 
~ Eleanor Roosevelt

Suffer for love? 
I bet fear 

is near.

You know quite well, deep within you, that 
there is only a single magic, a single power, 
a single salvation... and that is called loving. 
Well then, love your suffering. Do not resist 
it, do not flee from it. It is only your aversion 
to suffering that hurts, nothing else. ~ Hermann Hesse

Tell me and I will forget. Show me 
and I will remember. Involve me 

and I will understand. ~ Confucius

"The human race" isn't said "the human races" in that we are not multiple races. 
That too means we are not "humans". We are "human Beings".

The minute I heard my first love story I started 
looking for you, not knowing how blind that was. 
Lovers don't finally meet somewhere. They're in 
each other all along. ~ Jalal ad-Din Rumi

This is love: to fly toward a secret sky, to 
cause a hundred veils to fall each moment. 
First to let go of life. Finally, to take a step 
without feet. ~ Jalal ad-Din Rumi

As thoughts  communicate, 
how do our thoughts 
communicate? 
How we think 
to ourselves, 
let alone to 
others... How we 

communicate 
establishes

how we relate.

         Think infinite 
           abundance.

~ Comedian Bill Hicks, Chicago '91 
“Why is pot against the law? It wouldn't be because anyone can grow it, and 
therefore you can't make a profit off it, would it? Why is marijuana against the law? 
It grows naturally on our planet, serves a thousand different functions, 
all of them positive. To make marijuana against the law is like saying 
that God made a mistake. Like on the seventh day God looked down, 
“There it is. My Creation; perfect and holy in all ways. Now I can rest.” 
[Gives shocked expression] “Oh, my Me! I left fuckin' pot everywhere! I should never have 
smoked that joint on the third day. Hehe, that was the day I created the platypus. Hehe. But 
if I leave pot everywhere, that's gonna give people the impression they're supposed to...use it. 
Now I have to create Republicans.” “...And God wept” I believe is the next part of that story.”

It never helps to underestimate 
or overestimate anything in life. 
With money, you estimate everything.

As a desert is of sand and an ocean 
made of water, soul fills the cosmos 
and we are of this living soul having
                       physical experiences.
                       ~ Nathan Shippee

Cognition

Life can only be understood backwards; but it 
must be lived forwards. ~ Soren Kierkegaard
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all intent & purpose

Love is misunderstood to be an emotion; 
actually, it is a state of awareness, a way 
of being in the world, a way of seeing 
oneself and others. ~ David R. Hawkins

Three things cannot be long 
hidden: the sun, the moon &
the truth. ~ The Buddha

Every moment of your life is infinitely creative and the universe 
is endlessly bountiful. Just put forth a clear enough request, and 
everything your heart desires must come to you. ~ Shakti Gawain

      An example is 
in being rather than in acting.

The four agreements & later, the fifth agreement 
~ don Miguel Ruiz's Toltec code for life
1. Be impeccable with your word 
Speak with integrity. Say only what you mean. Avoid using the 
word to speak against yourself or to gossip about others. Use
the power of your word in the direction of truth and love.
2. Don’t take anything personally 
Nothing others do is because of you. What others say and do 
is a projection of their own reality, their own dream. When you are
immune to the opinions and actions of others, you won’t be the
victim of needless suffering.
3. Don’t make assumptions 
Find the courage to ask questions and to express what you really 
want. Communicate with others as clearly as you can to avoid 
misunderstandings, sadness and drama. With just this one
agreement, you can completely transform your life.
4. Always do your best
Your best is going to change from moment to moment; it will be 
different when you are healthy as opposed to sick. Under any
circumstance, simply do your best, and you will avoid self-judgment,
self-abuse and regret.
5. Be skeptical and learn to listen (collaborated by don Jose Ruiz)
Be skeptical of what you hear and be in truth at all times. Learn to 
listen with the heart — the heart and common sense. It’s a big 
opportunity for one to become both his own teacher and his own 
apprentice, not to be gullible to falsities or to put faith in lies.

Ruse, coy, deceptive. No matter how you define 
the words, they begin with a lie. 
~ ‘Kyle’, from the abc television series Kyle XY

    a.k.a.

Enlightenment

Intellectual
Scientific

These are because heart is felt, 
mind is thought.

     Cross    over     to    human

 

In 2010, an estimated 120,000 women & girls are
       trafficked into western Europe every year. And
       that’s only into western Europe. And that’s only an 
       estimation. All this possible due the purpsuit of profit.

There are misleading motives behind 
believing we are many human races, as it 
legitimizes the use of calling us “humans”, 

forgetting we are Beings all together.

By believing passionately in something that still does not exist, we create it. The non-existent is whatever we have not sufficiently desired. ~ Nikos Kazantzakis

To live is the rarest thing in the 
world. Most people exist, that’s all.
~ Oscar Wilde

Intelligence is measurable. 
Awareness, immeasurable.

F IRST  COMES  RESPECTING  L IFE

Here is an 
illustration 
derived from 
this understanding that 
a living spiritual Being 
has a Mind and Body 
to relate with biologically, 
physically, emotionally, 
intellectually, consciously, 
in dreams & in visions, 
by learning & teaching, 
memory & cognition,
experiences & growth, 
sharing, maturing, caring, 
loving. Nurturing through 
life awareness and wisdom,
how and who we are being,
our ultimate beginning, end 
and all in between point, i.e. 
the point.

The purpose behind creating the We Are Beings 
chArt is in the writing of a petition standing for the 
lives of all living Beings, which in part, states:

I Declare I Am, That In Light Of 
All Identities Used & Associations 

Made, I Am A Being 
Amongst All Living Beings On 

And With Earth. 
To be clear in respecting all of life on earth, to be 
true in our mutually used, honorable and respectful 
name. Experience and share our lives together, 
that protected are Truth, Love, Freedom, Purpose 
and Peace for all Beings, Freedoms of life.

Find the petition & more at wearebeings.com

fear

Victimhood

 

  A disturbing line to include 
     regarding the effects of 
programmed information.

   The purest moment of 
peace can not be defined by 
anyone, but by everyone, each 
attained only while being.

  LIFE “WORK” 
IN PROGRESS

AS WE CREATE!

Prestige
Knowledge

Bold 

          Drunvalo Melchizedek in 
            his work on the flower of
                   life geometry, mentions 
                  there is a field of energy 
              around the body in the shape 
            of a star tetrahedron. It is called a 
 Merkaba which translates as vehicle of light.

 
 8th •  & 1st of next eight •
 7th •   Crown Chakra  •
 6th •  Third Eye Chakra  •
 5th •   Throat Chakra  •

 4th •    Heart Chakra  •
 3rd • Solar Plexus Chakra  •
 2nd •   Sacral Chakra  •
 1st •    Root Chakra  •

Do
 Si
La

Sol

Fa
Mi
Ré
Do

      As good an ebb & flow cycle 
           of transformative expansive 
                          evolution as seen fit!

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

8 Repose empty in 
wholeness, stillness
Vibration on: I am

Interesting correlation,   ?

            Here are two tetrahedrons, one pointing 
        downward, the other pointing upward. A 
     tetrahedron is a pyramid of four plane triangular 
 faces, four unopposing points & planes, evenly 
           equal all the way around. 

A different pyramid is the common pyramid with four triangle sides, a 
square bottom and an “all seeing eye” at the top. It is thought of as a 
                           symbol of hierarchy to a susceptible & gullible world.

You’ll remember this knowing your brain is 80% water.

That old law about 'an eye for an eye' leaves 
everybody blind. The time is always right to 
do the right thing. ~ Martin Luther King, Jr.

song ~ Bob Marley

Insanity

Beyond imagination          

Solidarity beyond 
nations is called

Truly
boundless

IN
LOVE

PURPOSEFUL

PURPOSE

FREE

your        ie. fulfill    your fill!
fullness

Being understood

Ease

Comfortable surroundings

Reactionary response

Reactionary action

Action / initiation

To express

Understanding

From thing(s)

From self
From other(s)

Gossip

Mind Consciousness
Judgement

Subconscious self

Strong self-esteem

Schedule*

Conserve

Universal
Consciousness Source of 

Universal Life

Big Bang

Expectation

Intention
Motive

Rational
Irrational

Disapproval

Ego

Low
Self-esteem

Recycle

Discouragement

Service

Integrity
Centeredness

Ignorance

Pleasure

     Cross  over             to          being
Love

Dream
Space
Time

Travel

Relationship

JobProductivity

Creative expression

Inspiration

Freedom
Peace of mind

Monotony

Low
Self-esteem

Dependency

Adult

Figure

Sex

Experience

Physical experience

Emotional experience

Scientific experience

Intellectual experience

Qualified
Ready

Able

Fashion

Self-expression

Corporation
Supernatural experience

Integrity

Prescribed drugs

Laziness

Routine

Belief
Faith

Knowledge
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In relationship

Energy

WHAT I HAVE

Homogametic sex
Religious reasoning
Political reasoning

Existence belief
Upbringing

Hope

Positive thinking

Coincidence

Nothing

Wish
Dreams

Inspiration
Daydreams
Meditation

Visions 
Ideas Share & receive

Share & receive

Learn!

Be!

Strive!

Act!

Formulate!

Lead!

Project!

Inspire!

Create!

Do!

Express!

Direct!

Follow your instincts!

Trust your intuition!

Awaken!

Deliver!
Produce!

Motivate!

Influence!
Entertain!

Interact!

Enjoy!

Observe!

Respond!

Meanings
Reasons         Dreams, daydreams, inspiration, visions & ideas all 

        pass through the ages in all of our existence, making 
        each our lives together evermore...*fulfilling, creative, 
fun, exciting, desiring, compelling, innovative, productive, 
not to mention experiencing pleasure and delight in 
realizing truly personal expressions with each other.

There’s something else to notice. Switch the words existence 
      and lives around, and you may notice your 
      experiences very different from the list above, 
including competitive, judged, controlled, stressful, 
inhibited, conditional, reward-driven... Crazy, huh?

Conversational
Religion

homeopathy
We are ENERGY, 
     our creation is our FORCE & 
             our POWER is in others,
                       not on others, for 
                                  they too are 
                                          ENERGY.

Mathematics

Money

Commerce

          Remember, the most 
common way people 
give up their power is by 
thinking they don’t have  
  any. ~ Alice Walker

Infinite energy produces finite power. Not the other way around.

Effects of Love

Effects of Freedom

Effects of Purpose

Effects of Truth

Fulfillment of Love

Fulfillment of Freedom

Fulfillment of Purpose

Fulfillment of Truth 

For myself

For another

Woe to the man whose heart has 
not learned while young...to hope, 
to love – and to put its trust in life.
~ Joseph Conrad

Anybody who has been seriously engaged in scientific work of any kind
realizes that over the entrance to the gates of the temple of science are 
written the words: Ye must have faith. ~ Max Planck, 1918 Nobel prize in 
Physics

Being deeply loved by someone gives 
you strength; loving someone deeply 
gives you courage. ~ Lao-Tzu

Accountability Remorse
Disdain

DoubtFear

With things 
(inanimate objects)

Blame
IrateShame

Self-loathing

Guilt

I knew more things that made me sad than things 
that made me happy. ~ Anonymous, once suicidal

Be aware that communicating via text or SMS is two 
dimensional in double dimensions, and that is limiting, 
sometimes misinterpreted. Follow Don Miguel Ruiz’s 
agreements & you’ll do just fine, no matter how you write it.

The time gap was so small that it 
seemed to be a single process. 
The truth is, however, that the 
moment thought came in, all 
you had was a memory of it. 
~ Eckhart Tolle

Indemnity

Redemption

When you were 
born, you cried 
and the world rejoiced. Live 
your life so that when you die, 
the world cries and you rejoice.
~ Cherokee

Confusion

Self-hate
Creation manifested

Over indulgence

Depression

XX

   Sort of a sexual plethora or a plethora of sexual sorts!

Alcohol
Effects

Power

Joy
Enthusiasm

Faith

Benevolence
Charity

Instinct

Awareness

Rebate
Welfare

Idols

Sacrifices
Idolatry

Music octave Chakras

Be living inFrom now on

School

Carelessness
Justification

Telecommunications
Open source$$$$!?

Internet

Control
Division

Multiplication

Authority

Psychiatry

Compare
Contrast

Believing in something or believing in someone is different from believing something or believing someone, the same way you have trust in yourself but may not always trust yourself.A transitional application idea 
implicating uniform integrity, 
trust & love in business. What’s off (as opposed to wrong) with that? Nothing. What’s on (as opposed to right) with that? Our attention to life itself.

ANIMALS ARE 
LIVING

BEINGS!

I AM A BEING!

Selfishness

Segragation

Tax
incentive

Financial
incentive

Exploitation

Exploitation

Financial
investment

Business
Bribery
Corporate 

tax evasion

Laundering

Appreciation

Satisfaction

Evaluation

Productive Win
LoseDisappointment

We ALL live downstream.

Replacing thinking & being right or wrong with thinking & being 
on or off (the same as correct or incorrect) makes each experience 
worth your time in thought & action. You don’t feel wronged since you 
were only off, often times 
by just a bit.

For thing(s)

For self

Integrity

Self confidence

Escape

Water
Food

Longevity

Empathy

Intimidation

Threaten

Apathy

Jaded

Passivism

Communication

Heart Consciousness

TV

Information
sources

MediaThe press

I’m sure you know this, that beliefs, knowledge and thoughts also mislead, 
misguide, misrepresent, misinterpret, making us miss the point, miss feeling, miss 
learning, miss growing, miss out, even miss ourselves. All there is to be is aware.

We are food........
~ The Story of B, by Daniel Quinn

Finding out can be painful sometimes. But it is also a 
base for lucidity. So too, the will to not find out is a 
base for denial. ~ Yves Laurendeau

For what shall it profit a man, if he gain 
the whole world, and suffer the loss of 
his soul? ~ Jesus of Nazareth

We are not human beings having a spiritual experience; 
we are spiritual beings having a human experience. 
~ Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
You are not it & it is not you, & never are the two the same. 
(But they sure meet.) This realization helps when arguments 
arise about something (it) involving someone (you, a Being).

What is wanted is not the will to believe, but 
the will to find out, which is the exact opposite. 
~ Bertrand Russell, Sceptical Essays, 1928

I have noticed even people who claim everything
is predestined, and that we can do nothing to change

it, look before they cross the road. ~ Stephen Hawking
Our species needs, and deserves, a citizenry with minds wide awake 

and a basic understanding of how the world works. ~ Carl Sagan

Health is the greatest gift, contentment the greatest 
wealth, faithfulness the best relationship. ~ Buddha

Wherever you go, 
there you are.

 Philanthropy is com
m

endable, but it m
ust not cause the philanthropist to overlook the circumstances of economic injustice which make philanthropy necessary. ~ Martin Luther King, Jr.

Blindly

Pridefully

Prudently

Stupidly

With valor
With zeal

With glory

Dreams 
Inspiration
Daydreams
Meditation

Visions 
Ideas

Dreams
Inspiration
Daydreams
Meditation

Visions
Ideas

Enlightenment is always there. Small enlightenment will bring 
great enlightenment. If you breathe in and are aware 
that you are alive — that you can touch the miracle of 
being alive — then that is a kind of enlightenment. 

~ Thich Nhat Hanh
We are perceivers, we are awareness; We are not 
objects; we have no solidity. We are boundless. 

We, or rather our reason, forget this and thus we 
entrap the totality of ourselves in a vicious circle 

from which we rarely emerge in our lifetime.
~ Carlos Castaneda's 'Don Juan’

Life is very precious, right? Existence is nothing 
      without each life lived to the fullest, and to 
      truly get this, we must stop minimizing life 
    to suite what existence we live in.

Comprehension

For other(s)

Complaisant

Desire
Deep Breathing

Physical 
Attraction

Kind

 You also say,”I Am
 Being!” & “I Am

!”, and no governm
ent, no corporation, no group or organization can ever declare so. Legal law m

ay allow a corporation to call itself a person, but m
ay never allow it to call itself a Being.

BE    DO    HAVE

Overcoming fear has 
you dear to love, and 
confidence in life to 
show it.

There is no such thing as the "opposite" 
of Love. Love is the only energy in our 
reality that has no opposite. 
                    ~Neale Donald Walsch

Easygoing
Complicated

From
 a dream

 to a vision in dem
onstrating a living definition has the chArt becom

e so.

Oxygen is the most important natural element we must have to live. 
Breathing deeply (in through the nose) eases the mind, relaxes the 
body and calms your being. Breathing deeply helps reduce stress 
and anxiety, relaxes muscular tension and suffering, while directly 
providing the brain with oxygen. Breathing well is integral to all 
forms and participation in exercise. Gas emissions and polluting the 
air (synthetic air fresheners & chem trails) disrupts the cycle of life in 
all its worth. The breathe is a profound and integral part of meditation. 
Study and practice simple different methods and techniques of 
breathing to know more about being well and healthy. Impossible is short for I’m possible.

Sleep
Rest

PERSONAL
SURVIVAL

Medicine

Language is the oldgrowth forest 
of the mind. ~ Wade Davies

“I am! I am that I am!” (keyword am) 
because you are, because you are alive, 

you are you in your unique, complete self.
(Well it’s true)

Love is joy. Don't convince yourself 
that suffering is part of it. ~ Paulo Coelho

Appeal

To observe

PEACE
WITHIN

PEACE
WITHIN

To serve
2

To travel
To inspire

Meditation

To attract

Clarity
Relativity

Economizing does not 
acknowledge or factor in 
abundance and infinity.

Communication

Dance
Art

Imagination

Emotion

Gain

WHY I AM

Breath
Satisfaction

To share

BEING

Integrity

Tenderness
Health

Encouragement

Support

To think

To teach

MY 
LOVE

Happiness

Calmness
Joy

Competition

 
September 11th, 2001 marks a significant day for 

everyone on earth. We since look within, question authority & 
find clarity for life’s sake. This chArt first appeared in 2006,
transforming at every edit an expression of self, a name in 

our language powerful as its subject. A vision of respect for life
 for all living Beings everywhere, from invaluably loving sources,

surrounded by profound aware human Beings past & present, 
this work comes with gathered experiences, deep, fruitful 

conversations & expansive discussions in layers upon fields 
& topics, readings and teachings from all over our mutually 

shared world, our one planet earth, this in peace with love, 
freedom, purpose and truth in life, yours and all life eternal.

Vision, insight, foresight, notes, quotes, proses & anecdotes 
by all Beings mentioned herein. A creation unaffiliated 

and independent of any group, organization or institution, 
the chArt is written & illustrated by John Juster, fellow Being, 

continually revised, this one on July 14th, 2014

Selfishness

Debt

Greed

MY

NEEDS
GIVE

TAKE

HUMAN

THE GREAT 
I  AM

THE GREAT
I  AM

       Supreme intelligence means nothing without 
       utmost awareness. I mean, come on.

Cosmos
Space Time

Nature

Compare / Contrast

Consequential & non-cons. theories
Common sense realism
Reality*

Rationalism
EmpiricismSkepticism

Idealism

To study/analyse

Objective morals
Motivation

I  AM

Ego mind is human. 
God mind is...being?

I  AM

Hope

           Primal
     energy
  found
here. 

Primal
 power
  stems
   here. 

To ask

    in accordance   
   with natural 
        universal 
         law.

free

TRUE TO 
HIGHER SELF

Life is here to enjoy. 
Tell everyone – no one 
has to suffer anymore. 
~ Maharishi

 The world we have created is a product of our 
thinking. It cannot be changed without changing 
                         our thinking. ~ Albert Einstein

Authentic

PHYSICAL
COMFORT

MY

WANTS

fb friend

Intuition

Comparison

Recognition

Contrast
Discriminate Resent

Disrespect
another’s life

Awareness

Intelligence

Intuition

“Business first” sets that up.

Instinct

Intuition

Capitalism

Stagnation

Experience

Fulfillment

With Nature

Spirit

Race
Culture

Man

Asexual

Reasoning

Intension
Relatedness

Partiality
Commercialism Perception

POINT: Give&Take is a form of a 
law, a formula. Be-Do-Have is a law.

Will

Escape

Callous unconcern 
of another’s life

Deceive
Conning

Insurance
Rate

Reckless
disregard

Bribery

Robbery
Hurt

Justify
Greed

Choice

PSYCHOLOGICAL
COMFORT

Have sex

Free
Passion

Sex appeal

Comfortable atmosphere
Living
space

Wellbeing

Cognition
Identify

Fear

Pain
Classify

Judge another

Envy

Connivance

Identity

Apathy
Neglect

Surveillance

Profile

Source of 
Universal Life

Cosmos
Space Time

Nature

Experience

PURE FLOWING 
WATER IS 

A LIVING RIGHT! Water holds structure and 
actually retains memory.

Escape

Lead
Defend

To continue
Take
Give

Visualize

Taxes

WHEN I AM

To wait

Hypothesize

Material wealth

Transform

Analyze

Dream

Produce

Controlling power

Self-sufficiency
Past results
Sexual attraction

Bankruptcy

Banking

Unite
Divide
Create
Discover
Discipline
Self-discipline

Active action

Passive
action

Love
Trust

What I am
measured by

What others think

Change

Accounting

To change
To follow

React

WHAT I DO

A birth certificate is a 
registration contract you 
never actually signed 
“upon entry”.

Ask yourself if the code of life you believe in & (can) live by matches that of how 
your government believes you to have & (or even) live by. Ask yourself if your 
freedoms in life are honored, respected & protected, that above meeting basic 

survival necessities to be, all actions, interactions, motives, negotiations & choices 
made by all elected and employed in government (fellow human Beings) uphold the 

honor, distinction & priviledge of serving its citizens as human Beings 
above all groups, corporations, governments, special interest 

groups, organizations, religious groups & associations. This, because 
a country’s economic motives must support, encourage & benefit its 
people’s livelyhood, wellbeing & life-creative worldly influence & 

participation, sustaining health & manifesting wealth for all.

Suspicious

Expectation

The We Are Beings chArtwearebeings.com
cc $ =

BY  NC  ND

Dedicated to our Source Of Universal Life,      our S.O.U.L.

Analyst
Communication

In understanding
Relationship

In relationship

Communication
In relationshipIn relationship

Communication

1+1=2 is an equation only relative to quantity,  blocks 
of time for a determined wage, but our lives are not 
only quantitative in nature. We live by quality, integrity, 
reliability, trust, care, service, support, through the 
actions & interactions spent and shared together. 
The truth of the matter is, an exponential equation 
to suit natural inflation is due, for life’s sake.

 There is a higher court than courts of justice, and that 
                       is the court of conscience. It supercedes 
                       all other courts. ~ Mahatma Gandhi 

Will

Warranty

Land

Division

Debt

Safety
Security

Protection

Intelligence

TrainedLearned

Story writing Concerned
ConsciousSong writing

Commercialism

Ownership

Trend

Respect

TO
LOVE

Out of everywhere, advertisers’ 
prime real estate are our thoughts. 
Out of everything, advertisers' prime 
motive is their client’s, hence their 
profit gain. But that’s all in the past.

This is the actual quote. It supports 
       “I am” more than “I” believe, as one 
 must be in order to doubt one’s thoughts, 
let alone another’s ‘thoughts’, including 
                                       group thought.

It is safe to say, always question authority. 

Dubito ergo cogito; cogito ergo 
sum. – I doubt, therefore I think; 
I think therefore I am. 
~ René Descartes 1596-1650

I consider that our present sufferings are not worth 
comparing with the glory that will be revealed in us. 
~ Romans 8:18 NIV keyword

Intelligence

Choice

Wisdom

Belief

  influences                 impacts

Knowledge

  influences                 impacts

Thoughts

Faith

Jealousy

Nepotism

Judge

Control

Terrorism

Cosmos
Space Time

Nature

MY
FREEDOM

Take

IS

Care

Trust

DOES
Truth

Knowledge

Communication
1

Relationship
2

Friendship
Soulmate

To forgive

Attracted
TO BE Moral absolutes

Project
Hobbies

Ethics

Music

Compassion

Humility

Gratification

   
O

ur
  O

ne  Planet  Earth

The scientific community
use Big Bang to name the 

beginning point or source of 
the creation of the Cosmos 

when, religion aside, the name 
Source of Universal Life (S.O.U.L.), 

or better still, The Great I Am respects & 
impacts more than Big Bang has or can.

Grant it, a big bang certainly did occur.

Being

Mind

Body

FoodVoid, Fire, Earth, Air, Water, Ether

Learning
Knowledge
Awareness
Experience
Reflection

Experience

7 Understanding, compassion, 
bliss, enlightenment, peace
Vibration on: I understand

6 Seeing, intuition, shapes,
geometry, multi-dimension
Vibration on: I see

5 Communication, creativity, 
ideas into symbols
Vibration on: I speak

4 Love, compassion, care
Vibration on: I love

3 Will, power, laughter, 
ego, joy, anger, action
Vibration on: I do

2 Desire, sexuality, 
pleasure, procreation
Vibration on: I feel

1 Survival, grounding, 
stillness, stability
Vibration on: I am

And more especially, a group by another group. 𝄞𝄢

Heterogametic sex
XY

Sexual orientation

Hermaphrodite

Androgyne

Woman

Hetero TransgenderBi QueerHomo Lesbian

POINT: 
Today’s credit cards 
are in truth debt cards, 
that to respect us all 
entails respecting truth 
in communication 
and rectifying the 
name to debt cards.

Laws

Media

1. Re-evaluation of work & space 2.The mechanisms of business 
3. Profit-based business actions resulting at worst, in a. genocide 
due to buy-out, b. famine due to scarcity & the mentality behind 
controlling natural resources, c. disease due to pharma and 
medical industry profit stimuli, d. war & gang violence due to 
competitive marketing, rivalry, hierarchy, control & priviledged 
treatment, e. viruses due to false advertising & campaigning, f. epidemics 
due to misinformation distribution, g. abuse on nature h. monetary slavery 
due to debt, loans, false credit, mortgage, insurance i. dependencies 
in work fields due to specialized production domains of work, 
industry-controlled limited skill sets, corporate-driven scheduling 
and time frames, syndicate dependency & bureaucracy, j.
the infrastructures holding up business-as-usual, 5. Circulating 
lies, gossip, rumors in print, radio & television, 6. Wife trophies 
& physical abuse where believed lower class citizens 7. Review 
of the thesis, antithesis and synthesis 8. The devaluation by 
sector professions 9. Life-inhibitors 10. When beliefs turn into 
organizations 11. Class division enabling class exploitation
12. The misuse of words & language in news, 
media, in advertising, political & elsewhere.

Fighter

MORE TO ADDRESS

Do you know where                    comes from!?

A pay toll is two steps away from becoming a 
          border. A check point is one step away.

Section

Room

Categories

Control

Teams, gangs,
member groups
& organizations

Status Quo

Unions

Never, never and never again shall it be that this beautiful land will again experience the oppression 
of one by another. ~ Nelson Mandela

Mortgage

Classes

Relativity*
World bank

Banks

      All the commandments: you shall not commit 
    adultery, you shall not kill, you shall not steal, 
you shall not covet, and so on, are summed up 
in this single command: You must love your 
neighbor as yourself. ~ Jesus, Romans 13:9

MY
PURPOSE

HAS


